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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Network-analysis/-monitoring easy

Analyze network-problems and network-conflicts with little effort. Simply plug the
TINA-II into the network, open website of the integrated web-server via WIFI and start
working.
 No unnecessary search for a hub to record the logs. TINA-II records in the usual
WireShark-format, i.e. save the recording on a PC and view and evaluate it later with
WireShark.
 Monitoring the network, automatically send an email to the administrator if there is no
participant or if there is a new participant (Intrusion-detection into the network)
 Calculate the probability of failure of the participants
 All of this can be achieved with TINA-II



Take over control-tasks

Capture with the Ethersens-device not only your process-values, you would be able to do
control-tasks with the device.

S5-PLC over WLAN/WIFI

Communication with S5-PLC via WLAN/WIFI, just how and with what? 
 Data-communication with S5-PLC from PC or other devices via WLAN/WIFI, which
interface is required. Questions you don't have to worry about. With "S5 over
WLAN/WIFI" you get the right interface-products for your interface of the PLC. 
 Which one you use then is up to you.



Easy Web-Visualization

You need a web-visualization which is kept simple, with no additional Plugins like
ActiveX, Flash(R) or Java(R) and is compatible with most general browser? Then you
have found with S7-Visu the solution. Visualizations under Windows(R)/Linux on
PC-based systems are just realizable as those for tablets or Phones with browser support.
The simultaneous operation of multiple browsers at the same time is possible.

PD-interface of the S5-PLC already occupied

Your PD-interface of the S5-PLC is already occupied with a panel and you should
accomplish program modifications without removing the panel? No problem, connect the
Multiplexer one-time to the PLC and then connect the panel and also your PC to the
Multiplexer. Now you can work parallel with the PLC without the need of affecting the
operation of the panel. You can even work with 2 programming devices simultaneously,
2x open the same block, only changes which are stored at last will be finally stored in the
PLC. Also ideal for trainings purposes if PLC's with IO´s are scare goods.
 The 24V-version is ideal for control-cabinet-installation due to the smaller footprint. A
universal multiplexer no matter what you connect at the two PG-sockets, both participants
communicate parallel with the control.



Remote maintenance / telecontrol of PLC-devices via LAN / internet

You have access to a on-site network and your PLC-device has no LAN-connection? No
problem, plug the S7-LAN on the PLC-device and you will have immediate access to the
PLC from afar.

Data backup S5-PLC on USB-stick

S5-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PG-socket and Ethernet
on USB-stick


